
Cape Town & Cape Peninsula; MSA to today; genetic 
studies of cosmopolitan population
Standing proud at the head of the Cape Peninsula & 
near the western end of the ‘Homo sapiens Corridor’, 
Table Mountain is a place of great symbolic signifi-
cance & irony. From the aftermath of Snowball Earth 

(500 million years 
ago) to the Stone Age 
(1 Ma-Recent), from 
European Colonialism 
(1652 on) to Charles 
Darwin (19thC) & Nel-
son Mandela (20thC), 
& to the 35th ‘Inter-
national Geological 
Conference’ (2016), it 
has been at the nub of 
things.

Inland, 50 km E of Cape Town; Centre of early stone-
age study in SA; home today of SA’ s wine industry
Now at the heart of what might well be claimed the 
most beautiful wine region on Earth, Stellenbosch 
played a major role in the early days of archaeology in 
SA. Louis Peringuey, a French-trained entomologist, 

found his way to the 
vineyards around the 
town, where stone 
artefacts were ‘regular-
ly ploughed out of the 
ground’. In 1900, he 
wrote a paper for Na-
ture: ‘Notes on stone 
implements of Paleo-
lithic (old Stone Age) 
type found at Stellen-
bosch & vicinity’.

Coastal, 20 km SE of Hermanus; MSA; one of four 
coastal sites with human remains of this age
A string of sites along Walker Bay are of prime im-
portance in our human journey over the past 90,000 
years. Klipgat, for instance--with 24 teeth, a mandible 
and a phalanx--is 2nd only to Klasies (Node 16) in its 

yield of MSA human 
remains. Some 10 
km inland to the E, 
we find Platbos, the 
most southerly patch 
of forest in Africa. It is 
a tenacious remnant 
of once far greater 
stretches of wet forest, 
and is the focus of a 
concerted conservation 
effort.

Coastal, 25 km W of Stilbaai; MSA (75,000 BP); earli-
est known artwork globally, cross-hatched ochre
Excavations at Blombos since 1992—in strata dating 
from 70 to 100 ka--have uncovered a series of finds 
opening new vistas on our behavioural  evolution. 
From occupation levels dated ca 75 ka have come 

the earliest evidence of 
personal ornaments (a 
supposed shell-bead 
necklace) & abstract 
art (geometric designs 
on ochre & bone). And 
from those dated 100 
ka come abalone shell 
containers in which were 
evidently mixed ochre 
rich pigment.
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Inland, 100 km N of Stilbaai; LSA; with numerous rock-
art sites depicting therianthropes
The Klein Swartberg and adjacent ranges of the Cape 
Fold Mountains are rich with San rock art sites. The 
paintings echo a world of social relationships, mythol-
ogy, rituals & beliefs—offering us a special glimpse of 

our human past. The 
common depiction of 
therianthropes—half 
human half animal, fish 
or bird--suggests the 
spiritual leaning of the 
people. Ostrich men 
and watermeide portray 
transformation during 
trance, altered states of 
consciousness.

Inland, 50 km N of Mossel Bay; LSA; with many rock-
art sites covering San myths & legends
A total of 16 San rock-art sites have been visited & 
documented in the Gamkaberg by Renee Rust & 
colleagues. In being sited midway between the more 
inland Klein Swartberg range & the sea, this ‘gallery’ 

has its special place in 
the San story. Particular 
focus is placed on the 
‘Minwater-Watermeid’ 
site. And of profound 
interest is the earliest 
known painting of a tall 
ship (in the Attakwask-
loof). The ship can actu-
ally be identified & dated 
to the 1590s!
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Inland, 200 km NNE of Cape Town; Gateway of scenic 
beauty to HSC; a rock-art hotspot in southern Africa
With its abundance of rock art sites, the supurb Ced-
erberg mountain-scape provides an ideal gateway to 
the ‘Homo sapiens Corridor’. Like the Drakensberg, 
Matopos & Brandberg, it’s a true hotspot of the art left 

by the San people. A 
succession of painting 
traditions runs from 
‘Fine line images’ 
(>10,000-1,500BP) to 
‘Handprints’ (1,500-
1,000 BP) & lastly 
‘Colonial images’ 
(19th-early 20thC).

W coast, 20 km N of Saldanha;  MSA (60,000 BP); 
engraved ostrich eggshells water containers
Engraved ostrich eggshell water containers dating to 
around 65-60 ka are at the heart of this rock shelter’s 
significance. A unique tally of 270 fragments of these 
EOES represent a minimum number of 25 containers. 

They ‘appear in 18 
sequential  stratigraph-
ic levels’, thus repre-
senting a tradition that 
very likely persisted 
for ‘several thousand 
years’. These are 
some of the earli-
est known symbols 
thought to identify indi-
viduals within a group.

Coastal, 13 km SE of Saldanha; MSA (120,000 BP); 
earliest known human footprints
Langebaan, with our earliest known human footprints 
dating to 120,000 years ago is of the greatest interest. 
They have been fondly dubbed ‘Eve’s footprints’. Dave 
Roberts, who discovered the prints, interprets them 

as those of a pregnant 
female (or one with 
particularly large but-
tocks) descending  with 
waddling gait diagonal-
ly down the side of an 
ancient sand dune. It is 
an evocative picture.

Coastal, 30 km N of Cape Town; MSA; fossilised re-
mains of animals in dune sands, occasional stone tools
These two sites, some 50 kms apart along the W coast 
N of Cape Town provide a prime window onto the evo-
lution of hunting and foraging in the MSA. At 100,000 
years ago, for instance, midway through the long 60 ka 

interglacial (of 130-70 
ka), times would have 
been pretty good along 
this stretch of coast. 
Both the mammal & 
shell-fish faunas were 
plentiful, as were the 
diversity of plant foods 
both above & under-
ground.
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Homo sapiens Corridor
Where would you go on Earth if you wished to read the 
most complete in-situ autobiography of our epic human 
story--from its earliest days around 200,000 years ago 
through to the present time? You would find your way 
to the far end of Africa. And you’d take the 1,000 km 
trail along the southern Cape coastal corridor. Here, 
from a string of sites, some only recently discovered 
and excavated, we find our earliest evidence of the 

emergence of human culture: ornamentation (pigment 
use, jewellery), symbolic artworks (geometric patterns 
on ochre), ochre workshops, fishing (bladelets, shell-
fish remains), engraved ostrich egg shells. 

And along this trail you would encounter a landscape 
as picturesque as anywhere, supporting the most pro-
digious biodiversity globally. 



Inland, 120 x 25 km reserve W of PE; MSA-LSA; San rock 
art, flora & fauna, conservation & tourism development.
In 2004, the Baviaanskloof Conservation Area was 
listed as a World Heritage Site—along with seven other 
areas in the Cape Floral Region. In regard to floral and 
faunal biodiversity the Kloof is exceptionally rich. In that 

it includes seven of the 
eight SA vegetation 
types (biomes), it has 
‘several-fold more plant 
genera than equivalent 
sized areas’ in the 
Western Cape. And for 
the past million years 
or more, our Stone Age 
ancestors have enjoyed 
living here.

Coastal, Jeffrey’s Bay- Port Elizabeth; LSA; of particular 
significance for well-preserved plant remains.
‘Despite the lack of preservation at archaeological sites, 
the ethnographic evidence indicates unequivocally that the 
gathering of plant food was the most important economic 
activity throughout the LSA.’ Like Melkhoutboom, Scott’s 

Cave has produced 
an abundance of 
corm remains. Scott’s 
was the first site to 
yield sheep remains 
in stratified context & 
shows that people with 
domesticated sheep, 
& pottery, lived in the E 
Cape more than 1,000 
years ago.

Inland, Suurberg, 70 km NE of PE; LSA; 2 m sequence 
with Robberg, Albany & Wilton industries
Plant remains are rarely preserved in cave or rock 
shelter deposits older than a few 100 years as they 
decay so readily. Melkhoutboom is an exception. For 
the first time in this region it was possible to obtain 

direct evidence for 
the gathering part of 
the hunter-gatherer 
economy, & to provide 
at least a partial list of 
plants used by LSA 
people over a period of 
some 7,000 years. And 
it was possible to get 
an estimate of which 
foods were staples.

Inland, 5 km SW of Grahamstown;
MSA; type site for middle phase (65–60 ka) of MSA 
At the far eastern end of the ‘Homo sapiens Corridor’, 
Howieson’s Poort plays a special role as type site 
for strata of this age that can be traced widely along 
the Corridor. To list the most notable sites W-E with 

the typical unifacial & 
bifacial points, trapez-
es & notched blades:  
Diepkloof (with the 
engraved Ostrich-egg 
shells), Peer’s Cave 
(Cape Peninsula), 
Bynekranskop (De 
Kelders Node), Boom-
plaas, Pinnacle Point, 
Nelson Bay, Klasies R 
& Howieson’s.
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“For the children of today’s world and 
the children of tomorrow’s world”

—Nelson Mandela (1999)

We, Homo sapiens, found our way out of Africa around 
70,000 years ago and colonised the planet as hunt-
er-gatherers. Then around 10,000 years ago, in the Mid-
dle East, we began formalising religion, domesticating 
plants & animals, gathering in villages & writing; & we 
colonised the world again.

Our hunter-gatherer way of life along the Cape coast 
was lost forever.

Coastal, W of George; conservation project, geological 
& biological; hunter-gatherer landscape
‘Environment, Education, Experience’ (E3)! The Sand-
kraal E3 Conservation Project (with a piece of land 
400 Ha in size) is centred within a broader proposed 
George Coastal Conservancy (with 2,500 Ha of coastal 

land). This is a spec-
tacular, richly biodi-
verse, 5–10 km stretch 
of coastline. 
A series of recently 
discovered caves are 
expected to provide a 
continuous 130,000-
year climatological 
record of the greatest in-
ternational significance.

Inland, 10 km E of Mossel Bay; 
LSA; type site for Oakhurst Complex stone artefacts
In the Middle East, around 10,000 years ago, a profound 
shift—embracing organised religion, domestication 
of plants & animals, village life—was taken in human 
cultural evolution. These were our first steps away 
from hunter-gatherer life; & a giant leap towards the 

Anthropocene (The 
Age of Man)! ‘The 
Oakhurst Complex’ 
(12–8 ka) overlaps 
this moment. Is there 
any reflection of those 
events taking place 
off the far end of the 
continent?

Coastal, Robberg Pen, S of Plettenberg; MSA (120,000 BP)
LSA (<1,000 BP); case study linked to climate change
The cave is best known for the evidence it provides for 
the adjustments made by its hunter-gatherer inhabit-
ants to changing sea levels over the past 100,000 years 
during the most recent glacial & interglacial cycle. It is 

exceptionally large with 
deep well-defined oc-
cupation levels yielding 
stone artefacts over the 
last 20,000 years.  It 
fortunately escaped the 
attention of the guano 
diggers & treasure 
hunters of the early 
20thC.

Midway Plettenberg-Cape St Francis; MSA (115,000 BP); 
earliest reliably dated H sapiens skeletal remains
Currently enjoying renewed attention, Klasies was first  
excavated in ….. . It’s foremost significance is that it 
has yielded far more early-human skeletal fragments 
(>30 specimens, 7 individuals) than any other site. 

These date to 90,000 
& 115,000 BP. Inter-
estingly, this unique 
sample has been 
attributed to canni-
balism—its earliest 
known occurrence. 
The whole sequence 
shows that the coastal 
resources, e.g., shell 
fish & seals, were sys-
tematically exploited.

Inland, Cango V, 25 km N of Oudtshoorn; MSA (80,000 BP-
most recent LSA); case study linked to climate change
This particularly complete sequence of beds through 
the LSA & deeper back into the later MSA (to 66,000 
BP)—together with the famous Cango Caves just 5 km 
down the valley--provides a critical case study reflect-

ing climate change & 
the human responses to 
it. Animal bones hunt-
ed by the people living 
there, & by the owls that 
roosted in the caves are 
preserved in the lime-
stones—& are clear en-
vironmental indicators.

5 km SW of Mossel Bay; MSA (160,000-120,000 BP); 
earliest use of ochre, shellfish, bladelets
Of the growing number of sites along the southern 
Cape coast, this is perhaps the single most prolific. 
Discovered only recently, in 1997 by Peter Nilssen, it 
includes beds going back to 166,000 BP (the oldest 

known occupation 
level along the HSC 
Corridor). These 
levels yield the earliest 
evidence of shell-
fish collecting (diet), 
heat-treated silcrete 
blades (technology), & 
use of ochre pigment 
(culture).
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